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BIODEGRADABLE • USER FRIENDLY
NON-REGULATED

NON-TOXIC • NON-HAZARDOUS

For best long-term results, apply Slip 2000 EWL 30 to a 
clean surface and allow to penetrate. Apply to all moving 
parts that require lubrication and/or protection from 
corrosion. Apply to inside of bores, barrels, chambers, 
firing pins, ejectors and trigger mechanisms. Slip 2000 
EWL 30 will penetrate and free gummed up and sticky 
parts. EWL 30 will penetrate into areas where oils do not 
go, break up and purge out old dried-up oils, carbon, dirt 
and debris. Slip 2000 EWL 30 can be used as a cleaner 
on your next cleaning. (For excessively dirty or neglected 
parts, Slip 2000 725 or Carbon Killer should be used for 
cleaning.)

SIMPLE TO USE

DESIGNED FOR USE ON CHAIN GUNS, 
MACHINE GUNS, CREW SERVED 
WEAPONS AND WEAPON SYSTEMS

DESCRIPTION
Slip 2000 EWL30 has the same properties as the EWL except 
it is a lot thicker. It contains a proprietary thickening agent that 
makes this lubricant consitency like a 30wt. motor oil. It was de-
signed for those who love the EWL, but wanted a lubricant that 
would not migrate at all and did not want to use a grease. EWL 
30 IS a fantastic CLP (cleaner, lubricant, protector)

Slip 2000 EWL30 will not dry out or attract dust or dirt particles 
like petroleum products. Even when surface is wiped dry to 
the touch Slip 2000 EWL30 is still present and lubricating the 
metal parts from within the pores of the weapon. This product 
does not require a liquid carrier to be present for protection. Slip 
2000 EWL30 does not evaporate off because there are no carri-
ers needed for continued protection.

Slip 2000 EWL 30 is a pure synthetic liquid lubricant. Formu-
lated without the use of mineral oil, petroleum distillates, Teflon 
or silicone. EWL 30 withstands extreme temperature changes 
(-100°F to +1250°F). It also combines three essential functions 
(lubricant, cleaner, preservative) into a single product.  
 
It’s unique formulation penetrates into the smallest and tightest 
areas that oils will not go. It will penetrate the micro-pores of the 
steel and bond with the metal providing a long lasting protec-
tive barrier that reduces friction, heat and wear. This protective 
barrier helps keep lead, carbon, copper and plastic from sticking 
and building up. Ultimately reducing your cleanup time and 
keeps all guns operating much smoother for much longer.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE - USER FRIENDLY
Slip 2000 EWL 30 is a GREEN product and was developed with 
your health, safety and the environment in mind. It is a Biode-
gradable, Non-Toxic and Non-Hazardous product built from a 
renewable source. It is also a non-regulated product.

LUBRICATES 
Slip 2000 EWL30 has incorporated advanced technology addi-
tives to enhance film strength and anti-wear properties. Pene-
trating the pores and bonding its self to the surface of the metal 
through physical absorption reducing surface tension thereby 
reducing friction between moving parts and minimizing wear 
and the build-up of wear related debris. 

CLEANS 
Slip 2000 EWL30 provides additional protection through 
additives that in addition to the ability to penetrate be-
tween metal surfaces, it will also aid in the effective remov-
al of built up dirt, lead, copper, carbon, corrosion particles 
and firing residues that can buildup and become abrasive 
to both recoil and gas operated mechanisms.

PRESERVES 
After cleaning, a micro thin film of our enhanced preserva-
tive immediately bonds itself and forms a barrier film on 
the surface that displaces water and provides a corrosion 
resistant barrier against rust and dirt. It is designed to give 
protection against hydrogen sulfide (H2S), mild mineral ac-
ids, carbon dioxide (CO2), saltwater and brackish environ-
ments, musky water, chlorine and similar adverse environ-
ments and has passed the Salt Spray Corrosion (ASTM 
B-117) 150 Hour test. Additionally a barrier of protection is 
formed to protect against all other fouling of lead, carbon, 
copper and plastic wad.


